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Italy, the fascist invader of Africa and Albania,
Japan, conqueror of much of Asia and the oceanic
world, and Nazi Germany formed the Axis alliance.
In Dec. of 1941, America’s military was sure Japan
could be contained.  The idea that Japan was a bunch
of little monkeys was amplified, and the notion that
the Americans were superior and could knock out
Japan was a mistake.  According to Supreme Court
Justice Robert H. Jackson, he had eyewitnessed Sec.
of the Navy, Frank Knox, say that it would take six
months to defeat Japan--that sentiment was long gone
by mid-1942.  WW II was going to require a long war.
Even though the main tactic of the Allies was to strike
against Hitler’s Germany first and with priority, Pa-
cific battles did not lay still “until you’re ready.”  In
Feb., 1942, and June, 1942, mysterious submarines

surfaced off the shores of California and the Pacific Northwest, and attacked; fortunately, they were
small, puny attacks.  In June, a battle was forged by Imperial Japan.  They never thought that even in one’s
wildest dreams they were going to lose, but it turned out to be an impressive victory for the people of the
United States against the Axis.  The aftermath is known as the Battle of Midway.

A fierce tempest was to unwind as their invasion forces approached
Midway, but this time the storm of destruction and death drew upon the
Imperial Japanese.

Two rare pictures:
Kingfisher  float plane,   a
scout for the fleet and a
rescue craft.   Native in-
habitant of Midway, a
Gooney.  Why is the bird
rare?  He is in color, vin-
tage 1942.

Before the Second World War, Hollywood director John Ford had been a quasi-official Naval
intelligence officer and had travelled all over the Pacific, reporting on Japanese naval activities.    Ford
filmed much of the footage for The Battle of Midway,  but he was injured in the making of the film.  Direct
color cinematography did not transpire outside of the islands.  Almost all battle footage was squarely an
island event.  The documentary won the 1942 Academy Award for Best Documentary short subject.
Hardly any aerial combat--like you see in 1944-45--survived.  No pictures survive of the massacres.


